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Interplay between Fragility
and Glass Dynamics
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The search for a connection between the fragility, that is, the steepness of the
temperature variation of the structural relaxation time [2], and other properties
of glass forming liquids is currently a matter of open debate. Within this context
a number of approaches have been developed in the past. Among them those
based on the connection of the fragility with the thermodynamics and the low
temperature vibrational properties of glass formers have been the object of our
previous studies. We review here the development of these two approaches and
how they have been later connected to each other.
Scopigno et al. [21] collected data on the fragility and the nonergodicity factor
(NEF) for a considerable number of non-polymeric glass former. The latter was
determined by measuring the elastic to inelastic scattering ratio in a IXS (Inelastic X-ray Scattering) experiment. They showed how glass formers exhibiting
relatively large decorrelation at low temperatures are those very fragile. Hence
a linear correlation between the fragility and a parameter (α) related to the
NEF was found. Such correlation was later addressed by Buchenau and Wischnewski [3]. He showed that several glass-forming polymers do not follow the
linear relation. In particular, according to Buchenau and Wischnewski’s analysis, those glass-forming polymers deviating from the expected behaviour exhibit
large fragilities and comparatively small α parameters.
A similar historical development can be encountered within the context of
the thermodynamic approach to the fragility. Inspired by the Adam-Gibbs (AG)
theory of the glass transition [1], relating the structural relaxation time (τ )
with the excess entropy (Σex ): τ = τ0 exp(C/(Σex T ), Martinez and Angell [13]
argued that the kinetic fragility can be correlated to the rapidity of variation
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of Σex . This is one of the several ways of deﬁning the thermodynamic fragility.
Other methods rather deﬁne the thermodynamic fragility as equal to the jump
of the speciﬁc heat at the glass transition temperature (Tg ) [18] or the ratio of
the melt and glassy speciﬁc heat [11]. Once these deﬁnitions are employed, the
correlation between dynamic and thermodynamic fragilities in polymeric glass
formers seems to be not fulﬁlled.
In view of the previous results, it was clear that both the approach based
on the NEF and those relying on the connection with thermodynamics needed
to be appropriately tackled for polymeric glass formers. Along this line, in an
eﬀort to extend the thermodynamic approach to determine fragility in polymeric systems, Cangialosi et al. [4, 5] re-analysed thermodynamic and dynamic
data on several glass forming polymers. First of all they employed a deﬁnition
of the thermodynamic fragility directly derived from the AG equation relating
the structural relaxation time to the conﬁgurational entropy [19, 14, 7]:
mT =

d[ln(τ (T )/τ0 )/lnτ (Tg )/τ0 )
d(Tg /T )

=1+
Tg

∆Cp (Tg )
Σex (Tg )

(16.1)

where mT is the thermodynamic fragility. In doing so, Cangialosi et al. [4, 5]
exploited the proportionality of the excess and conﬁgurational entropy [?], being the former directly accessible to experiments. Furthermore they neglected
temperature dependence of the energy barrier per structural unit [8]. This is
in fact only weakly temperature dependent in a wide range [17]. More importantly, in the analysis performed by Cangialosi et al. [4, 5], the contribution of
secondary relaxation processes to Σex was considered for those polymers where
these processes are present. Such contribution was determined considering the
residual Σex at the Vogel temperature, that is, the temperature where divergence of τ is predicted [23, 9, 22]. At this temperature no contributions from
the main structural relaxation processes is expected, in line with the conjectures of the AG theory stating that no conﬁgurational entropy should exist at
the temperature where the relaxation time diverges. Once the contribution to
Σex from secondary relaxations is obtained in this way, the relation between
the thermodynamic and dynamic fragility is restored.
Inspired by the mentioned correction to the thermodynamic fragility,
Scopigno et al. [20] pointed out that estimates of the NEF based on scattering
ratio in IXS experiments account solely for the decorrelation of density ﬂuctuation due to vibrational degrees of freedom. Since the NEF is the long time
plateau of the density autocorrelation function, the IXS method can only be
applied in its original implementation when the only relaxation process is the
structural one. In presence of secondary relaxations, faster than the structural
process, intermediate additional plateau will appear in the density autocorrelation, and a meaningful connection with the fragility of the glass former
should rather isolate the contribution from the structural relaxation only. In
the work of Scopigno et al. [20] the degree of decorrelation resulting from secondary relaxations in the form of additional contribution in the elastic spectral
response, is stra ightforwa rdly quantiﬁed based on the contribution of sec-
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ondary relaxations to Σex . In doing so, the correlation between α, a parameter
directly related to the NEF, and the fragility, m, is recovered for those glass
forming polymers exhibiting signiﬁcant secondary relaxation processes. This result establishes a link between slow dynamics and low temperature vibrational
properties [6], at ease with early observations on the mean square displacement
more recently emphasized by Larini et al. [12].
All together, these ﬁndings demonstrated two important points in the description of the fragility of glass-forming liquids: i) the essential equivalence
between the thermodynamic approach and that based on fast vibrational degrees of freedom; and ii) the peculiarity of polymeric glass formers due to the
prominent contribution of secondary relaxations to both thermodynamic properties Σex and the density autocorrelation function.
Several studies have been recently reporting apparent outliers of either
the thermodynamic or the vibrational approach to determine the fragility, even
in non-polymeric glass formers. Niss et al. [15] presented a detailed experimental study on the short wave-length properties probed by inelastic x-rays
scattering (IXS) on a signiﬁcant number of glass formers. They showed that
decahydroisoquinoline (DHIQ), a glass former with exceptionally high fragility
(m = 155), exhibits strong deviations from the expected relation with the α
parameter obtained from the NEF. However, DHIQ exhibits a strong secondary
relaxation process, as shown by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) [16],
likely related to the considerable number of intra-molecular degrees of freedom
possessed by DHIQ. Hence, before drawing any ﬁnal conclusions, the contribution of secondary relaxations to α should be properly accounted for. Ruta
et al. presented IXS results on glassy sorbitol [?]. The obtained α parameter
of the NEF was shown to be too small to be related to the fragility in the
way proposed by Scopigno et al. [21]. As in the case of DHIQ, the apparent
lack of correlation between the α parameter of the NEF is likely to be sought
in the presence of a strong secondary relaxation, intramolecular in nature, as
detected by standard spectroscopic techniques such as DRS [24]. Dalle-Ferrier
et al. [?] investigated the molecular weight dependence of the correlation α p
arameter of the NEF in polystyrene (PS) and poly(iso butylene) (PIB). They
found that the correlation fragility versus α is lost once PS molecular weight is
increased and that of PIB decreased. In the former case, it is interesting to recall a recent study on the dependence on the molecular weight of PS molecular
dynamics [10]. This shows that high molecular weight PS exhibits pronounced
secondary relaxation, whereas such process tends to disappear when lowering
the molecular weight. At molecular weights smaller than 700 Kg mol−1 no secondary relaxations can be detected. This result is a further strong indication
of the need to properly determine the NEF in large molecular weight PS(s)
for a meaningful comparison with the fragility. In the case of PIB, an opposite scenario exists: low molecular weight PIB exhibits signiﬁcant deviations
from the expected correlation of m and α. Unfortunately systematic studies
on the relaxation behavior of PIB as a functi on of the molecular weight have
not been performed in the past. In particular, the presence of secondary relax-
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ations in this polymer and whether such relaxations exist over the whole range
of molecular weights should be explored for a correct interpretation of m verus
α results.
Summing up, whatever the approach followed for the description of the
fragility is, a detailed analysis of the global properties of the glass former under
examination should be pursued. In particular, a straightforward comparison
between properties representative of the overall nature of the glass formers
and fragility, under the strong assumption of a single process, the structural
relaxation, is not always possible. In this contribution the eﬀect of secondary
relaxations to the overall excess entropy and NEF has been emphasized.
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